
 
 

 

 

2020 MEETINGS AND EVENTS 

4
th

 Oct Lecture – Tom Elderfield lecture  

1
st
 Nov Lecture – Mark Elsdon      

6
th

 Dec Xmas Fun Night on Zoom  

 

2021 MEETINGS – SOME TBC 

3
rd

 Jan Lecture – Andrew Normansell 

7
th

 Feb Lecture – Steve Valentine 

8
th

 Mar Club Night 

5
th

 Apr AGM 

2
nd

 May Stage Competition 

6
th

 Jun Lecture (Paul Gordon TBC) 

4
th

 Jul TBC 

1
st
 Aug Club Night 

5
th

 Sep Close Up Competition 

3
rd

 Oct Lecture - TBC 

7
th

 Nov Props Auction 

5
th

 Dec  Xmas Fun Night 

         

 

2021 CLUB SHOWS 

27
th

 Feb  Wentworth School, Maldon  

 

 

CLUB WEBSITE 

www.southendsorcerers.com 

Members‟ area password - jimmy 

 

 

CONTACTS 

President - Adrian Fox     Club Shows Secretary – Richard Graham 

01702 297983 / 07711 982890    07951 441333 

adrianfox@compuserve.com   richard@richardgraham-magic.co.uk 

 

 

Treasurer – Tracy Wise     Secretary, Membership & Librarian – Ryan Young  

01702 597002       07854 634592 

tracywise@hotmail.co.uk      ryangyoung@hotmail.co.uk 
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LAST MEETING – 6
th

 SEPTEMBER – CLUB NIGHT 

For our September meeting we tried to get people back together in person 

again at the Red Brick Barn. Sadly our close-up competition had to be 

cancelled as expected, but we took the opportunity to invite members along 

for a social meeting and chat about „hands off‟ magic, in other words effects 

that can be performed without the need for the spectator to touch anything.  

 

Although we had a few people come along, attendance was pretty low but 

we carried on with a discussion about hands off effects. Don shared his list of ideas with us and 

some of us performed an effect or two. In the end though, the meeting finished fairly early, and with 

the first day back at school for our juniors the following day, we called things to a halt at around 

9.30. 

 

It looks as though we now have to go back to holding our meetings on Zoom for the time being with 

the new guidelines and the „rule of 6‟, but it was nice to meet up even if only for a short time. 

 

Thanks to all those who came along and took part and to Oliver again for letting us use the Red 

Brick Barn to meet up.  

 

 

ADDITIONAL MEETING – 20
th

 SEPTEMBER – VIRTUAL D-TRIK DEALER DEM 

Although we can‟t meet up in person as much as we‟d like to, the 

committee are doing our best to keep up a schedule of online lectures 

and meetings going for you so that you can still feel involved and 

motivated.  

So on Sunday 20
th

 September we were delighted to be able to host 

another extra meeting – this time a dealer dem from Mike Sullivan at 

Wayne Dobson‟s D-Trik dealership. It was all organised at short 

notice, following a message from Doug Roden who‟d spotted that Mike was taking on online 

bookings – thanks for the tip off Doug! 

 

Mike presented his lecture from an impressive looking Zoom Studio with multiple cameras so that 

we could easily see the effects and explanations. He included a wide range of material from the D-

Trik catalogue and none of it was overly complicated or difficult to perform – the emphasis was 

on high impact, easy to master magic. 

 

First came the „EyePad mini‟ routine, where a specially printed card box 

allows you to work out the card a spectator is merely thinking of. 

 

Next we saw „Lucky Strike‟. This was a signed card to paper clip routine 

using a stripper deck and the easiest mercury card fold you‟ll ever have to do! 

 

„Wayne Man‟ is a routine where you apparently memorise the order of an 

entire deck in order to identify a selected card‟s position in the deck. 

 

„Houdini‟s Diary‟ came next – a lovely routine involving a custom printed 

diary, where a spectator‟s selected card, based on a random date, is found in the deck with 

Houdini‟s signature on the back. Mike was quick to say that there were no objections to us making 

up our own version of this routine, and it‟s easy enough to find the necessary diary in somewhere 

like WH Smith.   

 

„SMS‟ was a routine involving SMS text abbreviations. Wayne‟s unique sense of humour shines 

through as the spectator plays a game of “Free Will‟, eliminating some of the popular SMS 

abbreviations as they go. 

 

 



Left with one card, the spectator is asked “What do you think it stands for?”, and then the 

performer shows the spectator the prediction that was in full view from the start. 

 

„Startling 2.0‟ was next on the list, a great routine based on scrabble tiles. The word „startling‟ is 

written on blank tiles with a dry wipe marker and one letter is removed at a time. Strangely, at the 

end, the letters become an anagram of „King Clubs‟ which matches a card that was freely selected 

before the fun began! 

 

„Lucky Dip 2.0‟ was a „pick a signed coin‟ routine using a specially created two way mesh force 

bag. This could be used for a variety of things of course. 

 

„Dobbo‟s Dollar‟ is a specially created coin that has loads of sight gags 

built into the design. 

 

„Split Personality‟ came next.  The magician displays two sets of cards 

and a prediction. One pile is of last names of famous people and the 

other pile is of their first names. The cards from each pile are given to 

the spectator to shuffle and the top card from each pile is turned over. 

Unfortunately the names don‟t add up and reveal the name „Charlie Monroe‟.  The trick appears to 

have gone wrong. However the magician turns over the prediction card to reveal Charlie Monroe, 

an amusing photograph morphed of the two famous icons. 

 

„UTD‟ was Wayne‟s Ultimate Tossed out Deck routine, which uses a specially created deck of 

Phoenix thin cards (Double Decker pack). With this you can immediately know the card a 

spectator has selected by riffling through the deck. The cards can be shuffled and examined too. 

 

The evening was a superb selection of some of D-Trik‟s best ideas, and enormous thanks go to 

Mike for spending the evening with us. He even spent some time with those of us that were 

interested to go through his Zoom broadcast set up – very interesting and certainly food for 

thought!          

    

If you couldn‟t dial in for the lecture, or if you‟d like to watch it again, the good news is that Mike 

gave us permission to record it and it has now been uploaded to the club website here: 

https://www.southendsorcerers.com/zoom-recordings 

(The password for the „members only‟ section of the website is: jimmy)   

 

        

NEXT MEETING – 4
th

 OCTOBER – ZOOM LECTURE – TOM ELDERFIELD   

For those who are unfamiliar with Tom‟s work, prepare for a truly incredible 

evening of magic and thinking from one of the UK‟s busiest and most 

respected magical consultants and entertainers. 

 

Tom works on a lot of the magic you see on TV these days, often behind the 

scenes, and he is also the creator of a number of marketed effects. He is known 

as one of the first magicians to use the Instagram platform to show off his new 

creative work. From doing this, he gained a reputation for creating highly 

visual and crazy gimmicks with everyday objects. Already Tom has created 

tricks for some of the biggest TV magicians, travelled the globe performing his 

magic, and had multiple successful releases whilst still only being a teenager. 

 

Make sure you join us for what will be a brilliant evening in Tom‟s company. The lecture starts at 

7.30 on Sunday 4
th

 October via Zoom – here are the dial in details: 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.southendsorcerers.com/zoom-recordings


Join Zoom Meeting 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/8254968023?pwd=MFRZVVZZclozNVBnUFNLNmttaHphdz09 

 

Meeting ID: 825 496 8023 

Passcode: sorcerers  

 

 

OTHER DATES FOR YOUR DIARY 

Hopefully you‟ll have spotted on the front page that we‟re booking a string of lectures for you 

going forward into the New Year – our November meeting is now a lecture from the brilliant 

Mark Elsdon. We‟ve also secured Andrew Normansell for our January meeting. And (all being 

well) a real exclusive in February as we meet up for a lecture from Steve Valentine.  

 

For those that don‟t know, Steve is a really well known actor and magician in 

the USA, having appeared in all sorts of TV series such as Monk, Will & 

Grace, and Crossing Jordan; as well as a number of feature films. He toured 

with The Illusionists show, and is a respected performer. But he started his 

magical journey right here at Southend Sorcerers back in the 80s when he was 

a junior member of the club. Steve is really pleased to be returning to his roots 

to meet up with the current members of the society and we hope to see him in 

February (acting jobs permitting of course).    

 

  

 

CLUB SHOWS 

If you’d like to perform at any of our future shows, either 

with close-up magic or as a stage act, then please contact 

Richard Graham on 01268 783202. Rick will also provide 

details of venue addresses, times and directions as required. 

 

CURRENT SHOW BOOKINGS 

As you might expect, all our planned shows for 2020 have been 

postponed due to ongoing lockdown situation. Some customers 

have indicated that they‟d like to book for next year plans instead, but at present we have no idea of 

when that might be. Watch this space for further updates.   

 

We do however still have a show booked for 27
th

 February 2021 at the Wentworth School in 

Maldon. This is a repeat booking and is currently still scheduled to go ahead as far as we know so 

please provisionally book the date in your diary if you‟d be keen to help out.  

 

 

MAGIC NEWS 

Magic & Mind-Reading - Le Meridien, Piccadilly, London 

„Magic & Mind-Reading‟ runs weekly on Saturday nights at the 5 star Le 

Meridien Piccadilly until November. Classic conjuring makes a comeback 

in this intimate theatrical experience that will leave you gasping in 

astonishment and cheering with delight. Get in quick – there are only 30 

seats per show which features magicians Tony Middleton and Edward 

Hilsum.  

 

Show information: Duration: 1 hour 15 minutes. No interval. Strictly 

limited to 30 seats. Performances at 7pm & 9pm. Tickets £65/50. Suitable 

for families (ages 10+). Nearest Tube: Piccadilly Circus. Location: Le 

Meridien Piccadilly, London W1J 0BH.  

 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/8254968023?pwd=MFRZVVZZclozNVBnUFNLNmttaHphdz09


The show is Covid safe. For full details and to book visit www.magichourshow.com. 

 

 

Ben Hart: 2 Metre Magic - Zedel, London, 16th October 

In an era when social distancing is paramount, Ben presents a magical and 

skilful show, removing contact with audience members while still providing 

all of the spectacle and awe-inspiring sensation of a live magic show! A rare 

chance to witness Ben's acclaimed sleight of hand, set against a backdrop of 

hilarious repartee, stories of wonder and moments of deep astonishment. 

Expect impossible magic with the most ordinary of items as Ben manipulates 

nature, your minds and the very fabric of reality. 

 

You can book tickets and find out more information here: 

https://www.brasseriezedel.com/events/ben-hart-2-metre-magic/ 

 

 

Tracy Wise – Royal Hotel, Southend 

Tracy returns to the Royal Hotel with a series of her chilling shows: 

 

Saturday 31
st
 October – Tales from the Shadows  

Spine chilling stories of ghosts, murder and mystery mixed with dark magic by award winning 

magician Tracy Wise. Immerse yourself in the dark side of history and mystery to discover what 

hides in the shadows.  Not for those of a nervous disposition.   

 

Wednesday 23
rd

 December – Tales from the Shadows – a Merry Hauntmas Special 

Tales from the Shadows brings you a very special festive show resurrecting the Victorian tradition of 

Christmas ghost stories. Not those of joy and light as Disney would have us believe, but tales of the 

harshness of winter and life. Of ghosts, of beasts, or horned gods and…well…shadowy tales.   

A Victorian Christmas would not be complete without a scary story of two…so welcome to a 

haunted Yule.  

 

Thursday 19
th

 November & Thursday 17
th

 December – Crime Scene 

Illusion 

Appearing for the first time at Brighton Fringe Festival, Crime Scene 

Illusion is an exploration of crime scene investigation through the use of 

storytelling and magic.  Written and presented by Tracy Wise, Crime Scene 

Illusion presents magic in an innovative way creating an engaging, 

entertaining and interactive show.   

 

Tickets for all Tracy‟s shows are £15 and you can get more information from the Royal Hotel 

website, here: https://www.royalhotelsouthend.com/what-s-on 

 

  

FINALLY, AS USUAL, SOME NEW MAGIC TO CHECK OUT 

 

Cards                                                   VISION DECK by Magic Smiles Productions 

Perform a variety of unforgettable card magic miracles with 

the Vision Deck. Every routine with this innovative trick deck 

will not only entertain your audiences, but is sure to fool 

many of your magician friends as well. 

 

Here is an example of just one of the amazing effects that can 

be done with the Vision Deck. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.magichourshow.com/
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https://www.royalhotelsouthend.com/what-s-on


The deck of cards is shuffled and spread face up to show that all the playing cards are different 

and fairly mixed. You then instruct the spectator to merely think of a card. Without them saying 

anything out loud or writing anything down, you put a single card under your hand and cover it 

from your audience's view. Then, after asking your spectator to name their card out loud for the 

first time, you lift up your hand to show it's a perfect match. 

 

However, that's not all! You then turn the card over to show it's the only one in the deck with a 

different coloured back. 

 

Here's the best part, all you need to do is put the card back in the deck and you're ready to go for 

the next group. Vision Deck is perfect for table-hopping magicians and close-up workers. 

 

Vision Deck comes with a number of routines and is available from most dealers, costing around 

£28. You can see it at Vanishing Inc: 

https://www.vanishingincmagic.com/card-magic/vision-deck/ 

 

 

Mentalism                                                                    MENTAL DIE by Murphy’s Magic 
Murphy's Magic is proud to present the official Mental Die by 

Tony Anverdi! 

 

You hand out a single die (choice of white die with black dots 

or black die with white dots). Even though your back is 

turned, you know with 100% confidence which number has 

been chosen on the die. This classic effect has been 100% 

upgraded with today's modern technology and materials. However, the possibilities are endless. 

Way beyond the typical "I know your number" routines. And they include some creative routines 

to get you started. 

 

What you receive:  

1 standard size die: The die is standard "Gaming" size. Measuring only 0.625 Inches / 1.58 Cms! 

This is a 100% standard looking dice raising no suspicion when used. Just like a regular die, it can 

be rolled on a table top or in a cup without worries of chipping. 

  

Wireless charging: No need to purchase new dice when you run out of a charge! The die is 

equipped with the latest in wireless charging technology. Charging platform and USB cord is 

included for on-the-go performers. 

  

Arm/leg band: An adjustable, High-Quality arm/leg band. 

  

Receiver: This new receiver can be used with a single die (included) and it also contains a newly 

coded vibration system! This new system allows you to receive individual, tactile signals to be 

used in place of the LED receiver included with Anverdi's Mental Dice Set! 

 

When you consider that there are similar products available that cost over £1000, this has an 

amazing price tag at £140. At that price it‟s not for everyone, but this is the cheapest mental die 

you‟ll find anywhere! 

 

See it here: https://www.alakazam.co.uk/mental-die-black-with-online-instruction-by-tony-

anverdi.html 
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Cards                                                                           SKYFALL by Sebastien Calbry    

A card folded 4 ways instantly unfolds itself! 

 

After having a card selected by a spectator, you turn over the 

card case and draw their attention to the folded card on top of it. 

You explain that this is your prediction! 

 

Now all you have to do is grab the folded card and throw it into 

the air. The card is going to automatically and instantly unfold into the spectator's chosen card. 

 

An ingeniously designed mechanism which is surprising in its simplicity and that allows magicians 

whatever their level and skill set to perform this effect. 

 

Skyfall is available in red or blue and costs £23. It‟s available from Alakazam where you can see 

the trailer for it: https://www.alakazam.co.uk/sky-fall-red-by-sebastien-calbry.html 

 

 

Penetration Effect                                                             SHARPIERCE by Maxence Vire    

A spectator chooses a card, signs it, and returns it to the deck. 

 

You're now going to show your audience the best Card Stab 

they've ever witnessed - using your Sharpie. You throw the deck 

into the air and as all the cards fall, you "accidentally" plunge 

your Sharpie right into your thigh... 

 

You pull your Sharpie out, place your hand into your pocket, and remove your spectator's signed 

card, which now has a hole running right through the middle. 

 

With Sharpierce, you can perform a range of routines, including a Card Stab, a transposition and 

an appearance. Maxence Vire will explain every element of the three effects, which are ready to 

go straight into your set. 

 

Highly visual, Easy to perform, High-quality, multi-purpose gimmick that can be used for a wide 

variety of effects. 

 

What you'll get: A custom-made Sharpie, An additional gimmick, Video explanations. 

 

You'll also receive a twelve-minute-long video from Greg Wilson, showing you a range of ideas 

using the Sharpierce gimmick. 

 

Sharpierce costs about £38 and is available soon from a number of dealers: 

https://www.alakazam.co.uk/sharpierce-by-maxence-vire-and-marchand-de-trucs.html 

 

 

Card Magic                                  HINDU SHUFFLE BOX SET by Alchemy Tree    

Learn seven variations of card magic‟s most versatile move, 

the Hindu Shuffle. 

 

This shuffle is used by card technicians of all abilities and the 

box set is suitable for beginners, or anyone simply looking to 

add genuine sleight-of-hand into their magic.  We go deep 

down into this technique to teach you: 

Two variations of the basic technique 

Top, bottom and full deck controls 

 

 

 

https://www.alakazam.co.uk/sky-fall-red-by-sebastien-calbry.html
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A single card control 

A secret card glimpse 

And a convincing force 

 

We then round up with a wholly original routine to give you the opportunity to incorporate the 

skills you‟ve just learnt into a performance. 

  

As with all Alchemy Tree tutorials, the box set is available with handlings for both left and right-

handed magicians. 

  

The Hindu Shuffle can set the groundwork for broad set of foundational skills.  If you‟re not 

familiar with it you‟ll find everything you need right here. 

 

This is a bargain at just £6.49 from Alakazam: 

https://www.alakazam.co.uk/hindu-shuffle-box-set-right-hand-by-alchemy-tree.html 

 

 

 

 

That’s about it for this month everyone – stay safe and send any articles for next month’s 

newsletter to Adrian for publishing. 

 

https://www.alakazam.co.uk/hindu-shuffle-box-set-right-hand-by-alchemy-tree.html

